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Abstract—Computer-aided cryptography is an active area of research that develops and applies formal, machine-checkable approaches to the design, analysis, and implementation of cryptography. We present a cross-cutting systematization of the computer-aided cryptography literature, focusing on three main areas: (i) design-level security (both symbolic security and computational security), (ii) functional correctness and efficiency, and (iii) implementation-level security (with a focus on digital side-channel resistance). In each area, we first clarify the role of computer-aided cryptography—how it can help and what the caveats are—in addressing current challenges. We next present a taxonomy of state-of-the-art tools, comparing their accuracy, scope, trustworthiness, and usability. Then, we highlight their main achievements, trade-offs, and research challenges. After covering the three main areas, we present two case studies. First, we study efforts in combining tools focused on different areas to consolidate the guarantees they can provide. Second, we distill the lessons learned from the computer-aided cryptography community’s involvement in the TLS 1.3 standardization effort. Finally, we conclude with recommendations to paper authors, tool developers, and standardization bodies moving forward.

I. INTRODUCTION

Designing, implementing, and deploying cryptographic mechanisms is notoriously hard to get right, with high-profile design flaws, devastating implementation bugs, and side-channel vulnerabilities being regularly found even in widely deployed mechanisms. Each step is highly involved and fraught with pitfalls. At the design level, cryptographic mechanisms must achieve specific security goals against some well-defined class of attackers. Typically, this requires composing a series of sophisticated building blocks—abstract constructions make up primitives, primitives make up protocols, and protocols make up systems. At the implementation level, high-level designs are then fleshed out with concrete functional details, such as data formats, session state, and programming interfaces. Moreover, implementations must be optimized for interoperability and performance. At the deployment level, implementations must also account for low-level threats that are absent at the design level, such as side-channel attacks.

Attackers are thus presented with a vast attack surface: They can break high-level designs, exploit implementation bugs, recover secret material via side-channels, or any combination of the above. Preventing such varied attacks on complex cryptographic mechanisms is a challenging task, and existing methods are hard-pressed to do so. Pen-and-paper security proofs often consider pared-down “cores” of cryptographic mechanisms to simplify analysis, yet remain highly complex and error-prone; demands for aggressively optimized implementations greatly increase the risks of introducing bugs, which are difficult to catch by code testing or auditing; ad-hoc constant-time coding recipes for mitigating side-channel attacks are tricky to implement, and yet may not cover the whole gamut of leakage channels exposed in deployment. Unfortunately, the current modus operandi—relying on a select few cryptography experts armed with rudimentary tooling to vouch for security and correctness—simply cannot keep pace with the rate of innovation and development in the field.

Computer-aided cryptography, or CAC for short, is an active area of research that aims to address these challenges. It encompasses formal, machine-checkable approaches to designing, analyzing, and implementing cryptography; the variety of tools available address different parts of the problem space. At the design level, tools can help manage the complexity of security proofs, even revealing subtle flaws or as-yet-unknown attacks in the process. At the implementation level, tools can guarantee that highly optimized implementations behave according to their design specifications on all possible inputs. At the deployment level, tools can check that implementations correctly protect against classes of side-channel attacks. Although individual tools may only address part of the problem, when combined, they can provide a high degree of assurance.

Computer-aided cryptography has already fulfilled some of these promises in focused but impactful settings. For instance, computer-aided security analyses were influential in the recent standardization of TLS 1.3 [1]–[4]. Formally verified code is also being deployed at Internet-scale—components of the HACL∗ library [5] are being integrated into Mozilla Firefox’s NSS security engine, elliptic curve code generated using the Fiat Cryptography framework [6] has populated Google’s BoringSSL library, and EverCrypt [7] routines are used in the Zinc crypto library for the Linux kernel. In light of these successes, there is growing enthusiasm for computer-aided cryptography. This is reflected in the rapid emergence of a dynamic community comprised of theoretical and applied cryptographers, cryptography engineers, and formal methods practitioners. Together, the community aims to achieve broader adoption of computer-aided cryptography, blending ideas from many fields, and more generally, to contribute to the future development of cryptography.

At the same time, computer-aided cryptography risks becoming a victim of its own success. Trust in the field can be undermined by difficulties in understanding the guarantees and fine-print caveats of computer-aided cryptography artifacts. The field is also increasingly broad, complex, and rapidly evolving, so no one has a complete understanding of every facet. This can make it difficult for the field to develop and
address pressing challenges, such as the expected transition to post-quantum cryptography and scaling from lower-level primitives and protocols to whole cryptographic systems.

Given these concerns, the purpose of this SoK is three-fold:
1) We clarify the current capabilities and limitations of computer-aided cryptography.
2) We present a taxonomy of computer-aided cryptography tools, highlighting their main achievements and important trade-offs between them.
3) We outline promising new directions for computer-aided cryptography and related areas.

We hope this will help non-experts better understand the field, point experts to opportunities for improvement, and showcase to stakeholders (e.g., standardization bodies and open source projects) the many benefits of computer-aided cryptography.

A. Structure of the Paper

The subsequent three sections expand on the role of computer-aided cryptography in three main areas: Section II covers how to establish design-level security guarantees, using both symbolic and computational approaches; Section III covers how to develop functionally correct and efficient implementations; Section IV covers how to establish implementation-level security guarantees, with a particular focus on protecting against digital side-channel attacks.

We begin each section with a critical review of the area, explaining why the considered guarantees are important, how current tools and techniques outside CAC may fail to meet these guarantees, how CAC can help, the fine-print caveats of using CAC, and necessary technical background. We then taxonomize state-of-the-art tools based on criteria along four main categories: accuracy (A), scope (S), trust (T), and usability (U). For each criterion, we label them with one or more categories, explain their importance, and provide some light discussion about tool support for them. The ensuing discussion highlights broader points, such as main achievements, important takeaways, and research challenges. Finally, we end each section with references for further reading. Given the amount of material we cover, we are unable to be exhaustive in each section with references for further reading. Given the amount of material we cover, we are unable to be exhaustive in each section with references for further reading. Given the amount of material we cover, we are unable to be exhaustive in each section with references for further reading. Given the amount of material we cover, we are unable to be exhaustive in each section with references for further reading. Given the amount of material we cover, we are unable to be exhaustive in each section with references for further reading.

Sections V and VI describe two case studies. Our first case study (Section V) examines how to combine tools that address different parts of the problem space and consolidate their guarantees. Our second case study (Section VI) distills the lessons learned from the computer-aided cryptography community’s involvement in the TLS 1.3 standardization effort.

Finally, in Section VII, we offer recommendations to paper authors, tool developers, and standardization bodies on how to best move the field of computer-aided cryptography forward.

II. DESIGN-LEVEL SECURITY

In this section, we focus on the role of computer-aided cryptography in establishing design-level security guarantees. Over the years, two flavors of design-level security have been developed in two largely separate communities: symbolic security (in the formal methods community) and computational security (in the cryptography community). This has led to two complementary strands of work, so we cover them both.

A. Critical Review

Why is design-level security important? Validating cryptographic designs through mathematical arguments is perhaps the only way to convincingly demonstrate their security against entire classes of attacks. This has become standard practice in cryptography, and security proofs are necessary for any new standard. This holds true at all levels: primitives, protocols, and systems. When using a lower-level component in a larger system, it is crucial to understand what security notion and adversarial model the proof is relative to. Similar considerations apply when evaluating the security of a cryptographic system relative to its intended deployment environment.

How can design-level security fail? The current modus operandi for validating the security of cryptographic designs using pen-and-paper arguments is alarmingly fragile. This is for two main reasons:

- **Erroneous arguments.** Writing security arguments is tedious and error-prone, even for experts. Because they are primarily done on pen-and-paper, errors are difficult to catch and can go unnoticed for years.
- **Inappropriate modeling.** Even when security arguments are correct, attacks can lie outside the model in which they are established. This is a known and common pitfall: To make (pen-and-paper) security analysis tractable, models are often heavily simplified into a cryptographic core that elides many details about cryptographic designs and attacker capabilities. Unfortunately, attacks are often found outside of this core.

How are these failures being addressed outside CAC? To minimize erroneous arguments, cryptographers have devised a number of methodological frameworks for security analysis (e.g., the code-based game playing [8] and universal composability [9] frameworks). The high-level goal of these frameworks is to decompose security arguments into smaller arguments that are easier to get right and then smoothly combine the results. Still, pen-and-paper proofs based on these methodologies remain complex and error-prone, which has led to suggestions of using computer-aided tools [10].

To reduce the risks of inappropriate modeling, real-world provable security [11]–[13] advocates making security arguments in more accurate models of cryptographic designs and adversarial capabilities. Unfortunately, the added realism comes with greater complexity, complicating security analysis.

How can computer-aided cryptography help? Computer-aided cryptography tools are effective for detecting flaws in cryptographic designs and for managing the complexity of security proofs. They crystallize the benefits of on-paper methodologies and of real-world provable security. They also deliver trustworthy analyses for complex designs that are beyond reach of pen-and-paper analysis.

What are the fine-print caveats? Computer-aided security proofs are only as good as the statements being proven. However, understanding these statements can be challenging. Most security proofs rely on implicit assumptions; without
proper guidance, reconstructing top-level statements can be challenging, even for experts. (As an analogy, it is hard even for a talented mathematician to track all dependencies in a textbook.) Finally, as with any software, tools may have bugs.

**What background do I need to know about symbolic security?** The symbolic model is an abstract model for representing and analyzing cryptographic protocols. Messages (e.g., keys, nonces) are represented symbolically as terms (in the parlance of formal logic). Typically, terms are atomic data, meaning that they cannot be split into, say, component bitstrings. Cryptographic primitives are modeled as black-box functions over terms related by a set of mathematical identities called an *equational theory*. For example, symmetric encryption can be modeled by the black-box functions $Enc$ and $Dec$ related by the following equational theory: $Dec(Enc(m,k), k) = m$. This says that decrypting the ciphertext $Enc(m,k)$ using the key $k$ recovers the original plaintext $m$.

An adversary is restricted to compute (i.e., derive new terms contributing to its *knowledge set*) using only the specified primitives and equational theory. Equational theories are thus important for broadening the scope of analysis—ignoring valid equations implicitly weakens the class of adversaries considered. In the example above, $m$ and $k$ are atomic terms, and so equipped with only the given identity, an adversary can decrypt a ciphertext only if it has knowledge of the *entire* secret key. Such simplifications enable modeling and verifying protocols using symbolic logic. Symbolic tools are thus well-suited to automatically searching for and unveiling logical flaws in complex cryptographic protocols and systems.

Symbolic security properties come in two main flavors: trace properties and equivalence properties. Trace properties state that a bad event never occurs on any execution trace. For example, a protocol preserves trace-based secrecy if, for any execution trace, secret data is not in the adversarial knowledge set. On the other hand, equivalence properties state that an adversary is unable to distinguish between two protocols, often with one being the security specification. Equivalence properties typically cannot be (naturally or precisely) expressed as trace properties. For example, a protocol preserves indistinguishability-based secrecy if the adversary cannot differentiate between a trace with the real secret and a trace with the real secret replaced by a random value.

**What background do I need to know about computational security?** In the computational model, messages are bitstrings, cryptographic primitives are probabilistic algorithms on bitstrings, and adversaries are probabilistic Turing machines. For example, symmetric encryption can be modeled by a triple of algorithms $(Gen, Enc, Dec)$. The probabilistic key generation algorithm $Gen$ outputs a bitstring $k$. The encryption (decryption) algorithm $Enc$ ($Dec$) takes as input a key $k$ and a plaintext $m$ (ciphertext $c$), and outputs a ciphertext $c$ (plaintext $m$). The basic correctness property that must hold for every key $k$ output by $Gen$ and every message $m$ in the message space is $Dec(Enc(m,k), k) = m$. Because keys are bitstrings in this model, knowing bits of an encryption key reduces the computational resources required to decrypt a ciphertext.

Computational security properties are also probabilistic and can be characterized along two axes: game-based or simulation-based, and concrete or asymptotic.

Game-based properties specify a probabilistic experiment called a “game” between a challenger and an adversary, and an explicit goal condition that the adversary must achieve to break a scheme. Informally, security statements say: For all adversaries, the probability of achieving the goal condition does not exceed some threshold. The specific details, e.g., the adversary’s computational resources and the threshold, depend on the choice of concrete or asymptotic security.

A core proof methodology for game-based security is *game hopping*. In the originally specified game, the adversary’s success probability may be unknown. Thus, we proceed by step-wise transforming the game until reaching one in which the success probability can be computed. We also bound the increases in the success probability from the game transformations, often by reducing to an assumed hard problem (e.g., the discrete log or RSA problems). We can then deduce a bound on the adversary’s success probability in the original game. The interested reader can see the tutorials on game hopping by Shoup [14] and Bellare and Rogaway [8].

Simulation-based properties specify two probabilistic experiments: The “real” game runs the scheme under analysis. The “ideal” game runs an idealized scheme that does not involve any cryptography, but instead runs a trusted third-party called an *ideal functionality*, which serves as the security specification. Informally, security statements say: For all adversaries in the real game, there exists a *simulator* in the ideal game that can translate any attack on the real scheme into an attack on the ideal functionality. Because the ideal functionality is secure by definition, the real scheme must also be secure. In general, simulation-based proofs tend to be more complicated than game-based proofs, but importantly they support composition theorems that allow analyzing complex constructions in a modular way from simpler building blocks. The interested reader can see the tutorial on simulation-based proofs by Lindell [15].

Concrete security quantifies the security of a scheme by bounding the maximum success probability of an adversary given some upper bound on running time. A scheme is $(t,\epsilon)$-secure if every adversary running for time at most $t$ succeeds in breaking the scheme with probability at most $\epsilon$. In contrast, asymptotic security views the running time of the adversary and its success probability as functions of some security parameter (e.g., key length), rather than as concrete numbers. A scheme is secure if every probabilistic polynomial time adversary succeeds in breaking the scheme with negligible probability (i.e., with probability asymptotically less than all inverse polynomials in the security parameter).

Of these different security properties, we note that computer-aided security proofs have primarily focused on game-based, concrete security. Work on mechanizing simulation-based proofs is relatively nascent; asymptotic security is the prevailing paradigm in cryptography, but by proving concrete security, asymptotic security follows *a fortiori*. 
B. Symbolic Tools: State of the Art

Table I presents a taxonomy of modern, general-purpose symbolic tools. Tools are listed in three groups (demarcated by dashed lines): unbounded trace-based tools, bounded trace-based tools, and equivalence-based tools; within each group, top-level tools are listed alphabetically. Tools are categorized as follows, annotated with the relevant criteria (A, S, T, U) described in the introduction. Note that the capabilities of symbolic tools are more nuanced than what is reflected in the table—the set of examples that tools can handle varies even if they support the same features according to the table.

**Unbounded number of sessions (A).** Can the tool analyze an unbounded number of protocol sessions? There exist protocols that are secure when at most $N$ sessions are considered, but become insecure with more than $N$ sessions [37]. Bounded tools (⪌) explicitly limit the analyzed number of sessions and therefore enable the analysis of more complex models. This is because bounded tools are a bit na"ive in their exploration of the state space, basically enumerating options (but exploiting some symmetry). They therefore typically grow exponentially in the number of sessions. The unbounded tools inherently need to be “more clever” to even achieve unbounded analysis. While their algorithms are more complex, when they work (i.e., terminate), the analysis is independent of the number of sessions.

**Trace properties (S).** Does the tool support verification of trace properties?

**Equivalence properties (S).** Does the tool support verification of equivalence properties? There are several different equivalence notions used in current tools. Here, we provide some high-level intuition, but for a more formal treatment, see the survey by Delaune and Hirschi [39].

Trace equivalence ($\equiv$) means that, for each trace of one protocol, there exists a corresponding trace of the other protocol, such that the messages exchanged in these two traces are indistinguishable. This is the weakest equivalence notion, roughly meaning that it can express the most security properties. (The other stronger notions are often intermediate steps towards proving trace equivalence.) It is also arguably the most natural for formalizing privacy properties.

Open bisimilarity ($\circ$) is a strictly stronger notion that captures the knowledge of the adversary by pairs of symbolic traces, called bi-traces. A bi-trace is consistent when the messages in the two symbolic traces are indistinguishable by the adversary. Informally, two protocols are open bisimilar when each action in one protocol can be simulated in the other using a consistent bi-trace.

Diff-equivalence ($\odot$) is another strictly stronger notion that is defined for protocols that have the same structure and differ only by the messages they exchange. It means that, during execution, all communications and tests, including those that the adversary can make, either succeed for both protocols or fail for both protocols. This property implies that both protocols still have the same structure during execution.

**Supporting associative and commutative properties (S).** Does the tool support user-defined equational theories with AC axioms (⋆)? Equational theories (Eq-thy) enables detecting a larger class of attacks, since they allow the adversary to make actions in parallel. This property implies that both protocols still have the same structure during execution.

**Specification language (S).** Does the tool use abstraction? Abstractions (U).

**Table I: Overview of Tools for Symbolic Security Analysis.** See Section II-B for more details on comparison criteria.
e.g., by computing a superset of the adversary’s knowledge. This can yield more efficient and fully automatic analysis systems and can be a workaround to undecidability, but comes at the cost of incompleteness, i.e., false attacks may be found or the tool may terminate with an indefinite answer.

‡ **Interactive mode (U).** Does the tool support an interactive analysis mode? Interactive modes generally trade off automation for control. While push-button tools are certainly desirable, they may fail opaque (perhaps due to undecidability barriers), leaving it unclear or impossible to proceed. Interactive modes can allow users to analyze failed automated analysis attempts, inspect partial proofs, and to provide hints and guide analyses to overcome any barriers.

§ **Independent verifiability (T).** Are the analysis results independently machine-checkable? Symbolic tools implement complex verification algorithms and decision procedures, which may be buggy and return incorrect results. This places them in the trusted computing base. Exceptions include scyther-proof [26], which generates proof scripts that can be machine-checked in the Isabelle theorem prover [42], and SPEC [36], which can produce explicit evidence of security claims that can be checked for correctness.

**Specification language (U).** How are protocols specified? The categorizations are domain-specific security protocol languages (∗), process calculus (∗), multiset rewriting (∗), and general programming language (∗). General programming languages are arguably the most familiar to non-experts, while security protocol languages (i.e., notations for describing message flows between parties) are commonplace in cryptography. Process calculi and multiset rewriting may be familiar to formal methods practitioners. Process calculi are formal languages for describing concurrent processes and their interactions (e.g., [43]–[45]). Multiset rewriting is a more general and lower-level formalism that allows for various encodings of processes, but has no built-in notion of a process. It provides a natural formalism for complex state machines.

C. Symbolic Security: Discussion

**Achievements: Symbolic proofs for real-world case studies.** Of the considered symbolic tools, ProVerif and Tamarin stand out as having been used to analyze large, real-world protocols. They offer unprecedented combinations of scalability and expressivity, which enables them to deal with complex systems and properties. Moreover, they provide extensive documentation, a library of case studies, and practical usability features (e.g., packaging, a graphical user interface for Tamarin, attack reconstruction in HTML for Proverif).

Next, we provide a rough sense of their scalability on real-world case studies; more precise numbers can be found in the respective papers. It is important to keep in mind that comparisons between tools are difficult (even on similar case studies), so these numbers should be taken with a grain of salt.

ProVerif has been used to analyze TLS 1.0 [46] (seconds to several hours depending on the security property) and 1.3 [3] (around one hour), Signal [47] (a few minutes to more than a day depending on the security property), and Noise protocols [48] (seconds to days depending on the protocol). In general, more Diffie-Hellman key agreements (e.g., in Signal and Noise) increase analysis times.

Tamarin has been used to analyze the 5G authentication key exchange protocol [49] (around five hours), TLS 1.3 [2], [4] (around one week, requiring 100GB RAM), the DNP3 SAv5 power grid protocol [50] (several minutes), and Noise protocols [51] (seconds to hours depending on the protocol).

**Challenge: Verifying equivalence properties.** Many security properties can be modeled accurately by equivalence properties, but they are inherently more difficult to verify than trace properties. This is because they involve relations between traces instead of single traces. As such, tool support for reasoning about equivalence properties is thus substantially less mature. For full automation, either one bounds the number of sessions or one has to use the very strong notion of diff-equivalence, which cannot handle many desired properties, e.g., vote privacy in e-voting and unlinkability.

For the bounded setting, recent developments include support for more equational theories (AKISS [32], DEEPSEC [34]), for protocols with else branches (APTE [33], AKISS, DEEPSEC) and for protocols whose actions are not entirely determined by their inputs (APTE, DEEPSEC). There have also been performance improvements based on partial order reduction (APTE, AKISS, DEEPSEC) or graph planning (SAT-Equiv). For the unbounded setting, diff-equivalence, first introduced in ProVerif [52] and later adopted by Maude-NPA [53] and Tamarin [54], remains the only fully automated approach for proving equivalences. Because trace equivalence is the most natural for formalizing privacy properties, verifying more general equivalence properties for an unbounded number of sessions remains a challenge.

D. Computational Tools: State of the Art

Table II presents a taxonomy of general-purpose computational tools. Tools are listed alphabetically and are categorized as follows.

**Reasoning focus (U).** Is the tool’s reasoning focus on automation (∗) or on expressivity (∗)? Automation focus means being able to produce automatically or with light interaction a security proof (at the cost of some expressiveness). Dually,
Automated proof-finding (U). Can the tool automatically find security proofs? A subset of the automation-focused tools can automatically (non-interactively) find security proofs in restricted settings (e.g., proofs of pairing-based schemes for AutoG&P, proofs of key exchange protocols using a catalog of built-in game transformations for CryptoVerif, proofs of padding-based public key encryption schemes for ZooCrypt).

**Composition (U).** Does the tool support compositional reasoning? Support for decomposing security arguments of cryptographic systems into security arguments for their core components is essential for scalable analysis.

Concrete security (A). Can the tool be used to prove concrete bounds on the adversary’s success probability and execution time? We consider tools with no support (○), support for success probability only (●), and support for both (★).

Link to implementation (T). Can the tool extract/generate executable code from specifications in order to link computational security guarantees to implementations?

Trusted computing base (T). What lies in the trusted computing base (TCB)? An established general-purpose theorem prover such as Coq [63] or Isabelle [64] is usually held as the minimum TCB for proof checking. Most tools, however, rely on an implementation of the tool’s logics in a general purpose language that must be trusted (self). Automation often relies on SMT solvers [65], such as Z3 [66].

Specification language (U). What kind of specification language is used? All tools support some functional language core for expressing the semantics of operations (○). Some tools support an imperative language (●) in which to write security games, while others rely on a process calculus (★).

E. Computational Security: Discussion

Achievements: Machine-checked security for real-world cryptographic designs. Computational tools have been used to develop machine-checked security proofs for a range of real-world cryptographic mechanisms. CryptoVerif has been used for a number of protocols, including TLS 1.3 [3], Signal [47], and WireGuard [67]. EasyCrypt has been used for the Amazon Web Service (AWS) key management system [68] and the SHA-3 standard [69]. F* was used to build miTLS, a reference implementation of TLS 1.2 with verified computational security at the code-level [70], [71]. F* was used to implement and verify the security of the TLS 1.3 record layer [1].

**Takeaway:** CryptoVerif is good for highly automated computational analysis of protocols and systems. CryptoVerif is both a proof-finding and proof-checking tool. It works particularly well for protocols (e.g., key exchange), as it can produce automatically or with a light guidance a sequence of proof steps that establish security. One distinctive strength of CryptoVerif is its input language based on the applied π-calculus [45], which is well-suited to describing protocols that exchange messages in sequence. Another strength of CryptoVerif is a carefully crafted modeling of security assumptions that help the automated discovery of proof steps. In turn, automation is instrumental to deal with large cryptographic games and games that contain many different cases, as is often the case in proofs of protocols.

**Takeaway:** F* is good for analysis of full protocols and systems. F* is a general-purpose verification-oriented programming language. It works particularly well for analyzing cryptographic protocols and systems beyond their cryptographic core. Computational proofs in F* rely on transforming a detailed protocol description into a final (ideal) program by relying on ideal functionalities for cryptographic primitives. Formal validation of this transformation is carried out manually, with some help from the F* verification infrastructure. Formal verification of the final program is done within F★. This approach is driven by the insight that critical security issues, and therefore also potential attacks, often arise only in detailed descriptions of full protocols and systems (compared to when reasoning about cryptographic cores). The depth of this insight is reflected by the success of F★-based verification both in helping discovering new attacks on real-world protocols like TLS [72], [73] as well as in verifying their concrete design and implementation [1], [70].

**Takeaway:** EasyCrypt is the closest to pen-and-paper cryptographic proofs. EasyCrypt supports a general-purpose relational program logic (i.e., a formalism for specifying and verifying properties about two programs or two runs of the same program) that captures many of the common game hopping techniques. This is complemented by libraries that support other common techniques, e.g., the PRF/PRP switching lemma, hybrid arguments, and lazy sampling [8]. In addition, EasyCrypt features a union bound logic for upper bounding the probability of some event E in an experiment (game) G (e.g., bounding the probability of collisions in experiments that involve hash functions). Overall, EasyCrypt proofs closely follow the structure of pen-and-paper arguments. A consequence is that EasyCrypt is amenable to proving the security of primitives, as well as protocols and systems.

Challenge: Scaling security proofs for cryptographic systems. Analyzing large cryptographic systems is best done in a modular way by composing simpler building blocks. However, cryptographers have long recognized the difficulties of preserving security under composition [74]. Most game-based security definitions do not provide out-of-the-box composition guarantees, so simulation-based definitions are the preferred choice for analyzing large cryptographic systems, with universal composability (UC) being the gold-standard—UC definitions guarantee secure composition in arbitrary contexts [9]. Work on developing machine-checked UC proofs is relatively nascent [75]–[77], but is an important and natural next step for computational tools.

F. Further Reading

Another class of tools leverages the benefits of automated verification to support automated synthesis of secure cryptographic designs, mainly in the computational world [62], [78]–[81]. Cryptographic compilers provide high-level abstractions (e.g., a domain-specific language) for describing cryptographic...
tasks, which are then compiled into custom protocol implementations. These have been proposed for verifiable computation [82]–[85], zero-knowledge [86]–[89], and secure multiparty computation [90] protocols, which are parameterized by a proof-goal or a functionality to compute. Some are supported by proofs that guarantee the output protocols are correct and/or secure for every input specification [91]–[94]. We recommend readers to also consult other related surveys. Blanchet [95] surveys design-level security until 2012 (with a focus on ProVerif). Cortier et al. [96] survey computational soundness results, which transfer security properties from the symbolic world to the computational world.

III. FUNCTIONAL CORRECTNESS AND EFFICIENCY

In this section, we focus on the role of computer-aided cryptography in developing functionally correct and efficient implementations.

A. Critical Review

Why are functional correctness and efficiency important?

To reap the benefits of design-level security guarantees, implementations must be an accurate translation of the design proven secure. That is, they must be functionally correct (i.e., have equivalent input/output behavior) with respect to the design specification. Moreover, to meet practical deployment requirements, implementations must be efficient. Cryptographic routines are often on the critical path for security applications (e.g., for reading and writing TLS packets or files in an encrypted file system), and so even a few additional clock-cycles can have a detrimental impact on overall performance.

How can functional correctness and efficiency fail?

If performance is not an important goal, then achieving functional correctness is relatively easy—just use a reference implementation that does not deviate too far from the specification, so that correctness is straightforward to argue. However, performance demands drive cryptographic code into extreme contortions that make functional correctness difficult to achieve, let alone prove. For example, OpenSSL is one of the fastest open source cryptographic libraries; they achieve this speed in part through the use of Perl code to generate strings of text that additional Perl scripts interpret to produce input to the C preprocessor, which ultimately produces highly tuned, platform-specific assembly code [103]. Many more examples of high-speed crypto code written at assembly and pre-assembly levels can be found in SUPERCOP [107], a benchmarking framework for cryptographic implementations.

...
trade-off is that verified compilers typically come with fewer optimizations than mainstream compilers and target fewer platforms.

B. Program Verification Tools: State of the Art

Table III presents a taxonomy of program verification tools that have been used for cryptographic implementation. Tools are listed alphabetically and are categorized as follows.

Memory-safety (S). Can the tool verify that programs are memory safe? Memory safety ensures that all runs of a program are free from memory errors (e.g., buffer overflow, null pointer dereferences, use after free).

Automation (U). Tools provide varying levels of automation. We give a coarse classification: automatic tools (●), tools that combine automated and interactive theorem proving (○), and tools that allow only interactive theorem proving (∙).

Parametric verification (U). Can the tool verify parameterized implementations? This enables writing and verifying generic code that can be used to produce different implementations depending on the supplied parameters. For example, Fiat Crypto [6] can generate verified elliptic curves implementations parameterized by a prime modulus, limb representation of field elements, and hardware platform; Vale [103, 104] implementations are parameterized by the operating system, assembler, and hardware platform.

Input language (U). What is the input language? Many toolchains use custom verification-oriented languages. Dafny is a high-level imperative language, whereas F∗, Gallina (used in Coq), and WhyML (used in Why3) are functional languages. CryptoLine, Jasmin, and Vale are assembly-like languages; Jasmin and Vale provide high-level control-flow structures such as procedures, conditionals, and loops. Other tools take code written in existing languages (e.g., C, Java).

Target(s) (A,S). At what level is the analysis carried out (e.g., source-level or assembly-level)? Note that tools targeting source-level analysis must use verified compilers (e.g., CompCert [111]) to carry guarantees to machine-level, which comes with a performance penalty. Tools targeting assembly-level analysis sidestep this dilemma, but generally verification becomes more difficult.

Trusted computing base (T). What lies in the trusted computing base? Many verification frameworks rely on building-block verification tools, such as SMT solvers (e.g., Z3) and interactive theorem provers (e.g., Coq). While these are acknowledged to be important trust assumptions of verification tools, verified artifacts tend to rely on additional trust assumptions, e.g., unverified interoperability between tools or only verifying small routines in a larger primitive.

C. Discussion

Achievements: Verified primitives are being deployed at Internet-scale. A recent milestone achievement of computer-aided cryptography is that verified primitives are being deployed at scale. Verified primitives in the HACL∗ [5] library are used in Mozilla Firefox’s NSS security engine, and verified elliptic curve implementations in the Fiat Cryptography library [6] are used in Google’s BoringSSL library.

There are several common insights to these successes. First, verified code needs to be as fast or faster than the code being replaced. Second, verified code needs to fit the APIs that are actually in use. Third, it helps if team members work with or take internships with the companies that use the code. In the case of HACL∗, it additionally helped that they replaced an entire ciphersuite, and that they were willing to undertake a significant amount of non-research work, such as packaging and testing, that many academic projects stop short of.

Takeaway: Verified implementations are now as fast or faster than their unverified counterparts. Through decades of research in formal verification, it was commonly accepted that the proof burden in verifying complex, optimized code was exorbitant; verified code would be hard-pressed to com-
pete with unverified code in terms of performance. However, various projects in the cryptography domain have challenged this position. We are seeing verified implementations that meet the performance of the fastest unverified implementations. We conclude that there is currently no conceptual or technological barrier that prevents verifying the fastest implementations available, although more effort is expected.

As a small case study, we look at Curve25519 [116], a widely used elliptic curve that has received considerable interest from the applied cryptography community (in setting new speed records) and the formal methods community (in verifying that high-speed implementations are correct and secure). We compare a number of Curve25519 implementations in Table IV. These comprise some of the fastest available verified and unverified implementations; they are written in C, assembly, or a combination of both.

To compare their performance, we measure the number of CPU cycles (median over 5K executions) it takes to perform scalar multiplication. We report the performance increase (%) faster over donna64 [115], one of the fastest known (unverified) C implementations. All measurements are collected on a 1.8 GHz Intel i7-8565U CPU with 16 GB of RAM; hyper-threading and dynamic-processor scaling (e.g., Turbo Boost) are disabled. Implementations written in C are compiled using GCC 9.2 with optimization flag -O3. To summarize, several verified C implementations (hacl and fiat) beat donna64; the fastest verified assembly implementation (evercrypt) meets the fastest unverified assembly implementation (precomp).

**Takeaway: Higher performance entails larger verification effort.** Verifying generic, high-level code is typically easier, but comes with a performance cost. Hand-written assembly can achieve best in class performance by taking advantage of hardware-specific optimizations, but verifying such implementations is quite difficult due to complex side-effects, unstructured control-flow, and flat structure. Moreover, this effort must be repeated for each platform. C code is less efficient, as hardware-specific features are not a part of standard portable C, but implementations need only be verified once and can then be run on any platform. Code written in higher-level languages is even less efficient, but verification becomes much easier (e.g., memory safety can be obtained for free). These aspects are discussed further in the Vale and Jasmin papers [102], [103], [117].

**Challenge: Automating equivalence proofs.** Significant progress could be made if functional correctness proofs could be solved by providing a sequence of simple transformations that connect specifications to targets and relying on an automatic tool to check these simple transformations. Promising recent work in this direction [118] demonstrates the feasibility of the approach. However, the current approaches are not automatic: neither in finding the transformations nor in proving them. The latter seems achievable for many useful control-flow-preserving transformations, whereas the former could be feasible at least for common control-flow transformations.

**Challenge: Functional correctness of common arithmetic routines.** Verifying cryptographic code often involves tricky mathematical reasoning that SMT-based tools can struggle with. Examples range from proving the correctness of the Montgomery representations [119] used to accelerate big-integer computations, to the nuts-and-bolts of converting between, say, 64-bit words and the underlying bytes. At present, most verification efforts build this infrastructure from scratch and customize it for their own particular needs, which leads to significant duplication of effort across projects. Hence, an open challenge is to devise a common core of such routines (e.g., a verified version of the GMP library [120]) that can be shared across all (or most) verification projects, despite their reliance on different tools and methodologies.

**D. Further Reading**

While our principal focus is on cryptographic code, verifying systems code is an important and active area of research. For example, there has been significant work in verifying operating systems code [121]–[127], distributed systems [128]–[130], and even entire software stacks [131]. We expect that these two strands of work will cross paths in the future.

**IV. IMPLEMENTATION-LEVEL SECURITY**

In this section, we focus on the role of computer-aided cryptography in establishing implementation-level security guarantees, with a particular focus on software protections against digital side-channel attacks. Hardware protections are beyond the scope of this paper and are left as further reading. By digital side-channel attacks, we mean those that can be launched by observing intentionally exposed interfaces by the computing platform, including all execution time variations and observable side-effects in shared resources such as the cache. This excludes physical side channels such as power consumption, electromagnetic radiation, etc.

**A. Critical Review**

**Why is implementation-level security important?** Although design-level security can rule out large classes of attacks, guarantees are proven in a model that idealizes an attacker’s interface with the underlying algorithms: They can choose inputs and observe outputs. However, in practice, attackers can observe much more than just the functional behavior of cryptographic algorithms. For example, side-channels are interfaces available at the implementation-level (but unaccounted for at the design-level) from which information can leak as side-effects of the computation process (e.g., timing behavior, memory access patterns). And indeed, these sources of leakage are devastating—key-recovery attacks have been demonstrated on real implementations, e.g., on RSA [142] and AES [143].

**How can implementation-level security fail?** The prevailing technique for protecting against digital side-channel attacks is to follow constant-time coding guidelines [144]. We stress that the term is a bit of a misnomer: The idea of constant-time is that an implementation’s logical execution time (not wall-clock execution time) should be independent of the values of secret data; it may, however, depend on public data, such as input length. To achieve this, constant-time implementations must
follow a number of strict guidelines, e.g., they must avoid variable-time operations, control flow, and memory access patterns that depend on secret data. Unfortunately, complying with constant-time coding guidelines forces implementors to avoid natural but potentially insecure programming patterns, making enforcement error-prone.

Even worse, the observable properties of a program’s execution are generally not evident from source code alone. Thus, software-invisible optimizations, e.g., compiler optimizations or data-dependent instruction set architecture (ISA) optimizations, can remove source-level countermeasures. Programmers also assume that the computing machine provides memory isolation, which is a strong and often unrealistic assumption in general-purpose hardware (e.g., due to isolation breaches allowed by speculative execution mechanisms).

**How are these failures being addressed outside CAC?**

To check that implementations correctly adhere to constant-time coding guidelines, current solutions are (1) auditing, which is costly in both time and expertise, and (2) testing, which commits the fallacy of interpreting constant-time to be constant wall-clock time. These solutions are inadequate: A botched patch for a timing vulnerability in TLS [151] led to the Lucky 13 timing vulnerability in OpenSSL [146]; in turn, the Lucky 13 patch led to yet another timing vulnerability [147]!

To prevent compiler optimizations from interfering with constant-time recipes applied at the source-code level, implementors simply avoid using compilers at all, instead choosing to implement cryptographic routines and constant-time recipes directly in assembly. Again, checking that countermeasures are implemented correctly is done through auditing and testing, but in a much more difficult, low-level setting.

Dealing with micro-architectural attacks that breach memory isolation, such as Spectre and Meltdown [148], [149], is still an open problem and seems to be out of reach of purely software-based countermeasures if there is to be any hope of achieving decent performance.

**How can computer-aided cryptography help?** Program analysis and verification tools can automatically (or semi-automatically) check whether a given implementation meets constant-time coding guidelines, thereby providing a formal foundation supporting heretofore informal best practices. Even further, some tools can automatically repair code that violates constant-time into compliant code. These approaches necessarily abstract the leakage interface available to real-world attackers, but being precisely defined, they help clarify the gap between formal leakage models and real-world leakage.

**What are the fine-print caveats?** Implementation-level proofs are only as good as their models, e.g., of physically observable effects of hardware. Furthermore, new attacks may challenge these models. Implicit assumptions arise from gaps between code and verified artifacts.

**What background do I need to know?** Formal reasoning about side-channels is based on a leakage model. This model is defined over the semantics of the target language, abstractly representing what an attacker can observe during the computation process. For example, the leakage model for a branching operation may leak all program values associated with the branching condition. After having defined the appropriate leakage models, proving that an implementation is secure (with respect to the leakage models) amounts to showing that the leakage accumulated over the course of execution is independent of the values of secret data. This property is an instance of *observational non-interference*, an information flow property requiring that variations in secret data cause no differences in observable outputs [150].

The simplest leakage model is the program counter policy, where the program control-flow is leaked during execution [151]. The most common leakage model, namely the constant-time policy, additionally assumes that memory accesses are leaked during execution. This leakage model is usually taken as the best practice to remove exploitable execution time variations and a best-effort against cache-attacks launched by co-located processes. A more precise leakage model called the size-respecting policy also assumes that memory execution is independent of the values of secret data. This property is an instance of *observational non-interference*, an information flow property requiring that variations in secret data cause no differences in observable outputs [150].

Table V presents a taxonomy of tools for verifying digital side-channel resistance. Tools are listed alphabetically and are categorized as follows.

### Table V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Target Method</th>
<th>Synthesis</th>
<th>Sound</th>
<th>Complete</th>
<th>Public inputs</th>
<th>Public outputs</th>
<th>Control flow</th>
<th>Memory access</th>
<th>Variable-time op.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABPV13</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>DV</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CacheAudit</td>
<td>Binary Q</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ct-verif</td>
<td>LLVM DV</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT-Wasm</td>
<td>Wasm TC</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FuCT</td>
<td>LLVM TC</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlowTracker</td>
<td>LLVM DF</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmin</td>
<td>asm DV</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMO12</td>
<td>Binary Q</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low*</td>
<td>C TC</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC Eliminator</td>
<td>LLVM DF</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vale</td>
<td>asm DF</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VirtualCert</td>
<td>x86 DF</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TC = type-checking  
DF = data-flow analysis  
DV = deductive verification  
Q = Quantitative

**Overview of tools for side-channel resistance**: See Section IV.B for more details on tool features.
Target (A,S). At what level is the analysis performed (e.g., source, assembly, binary)? To achieve the most reliable guarantees, analysis should be performed as close as possible to the executed machine code.

Method (A). The tools we consider all provide a means to verify absence of timing leaks in a well-defined leakage model, but using different techniques:

- Static analysis techniques use type systems or data-flow analysis to keep track of data dependencies from secret inputs to problematic operations.
- Quantitative analysis techniques construct a rich model of a hardware feature, e.g., the cache, and derive an upper-bound on the leaked information.
- Deductive verification techniques prove that the leakage traces of two executions of the program coincide if the public parts of the inputs match. These techniques are closely related to the techniques used for functional correctness.

Type-checking and data-flow analysis are more amenable to automation, and they guarantee non-interference by excluding all programs that could pass secret information to an operation that appears in the trace. The emphasis on automation, however, limits the precision of the techniques, which means that secure programs may be rejected by the tools (i.e., they are not complete). Tools based on deductive verification are usually complete, but require more user interaction. In some cases, users interact with the tool by annotating code, and in others the users use an interactive proof assistant to complete the proof. It is hard to conciliate a quantitative bound on leakage with standard cryptographic security notions, but such tools can also be used to prove a zero-leakage upper bound, which implies non-interference in the corresponding leakage model.

Synthesis (U). Can the tool take an insecure program and automatically generate a secure program? Tools that support synthesis (e.g., FaCT [136] and SC Eliminator [140]) can automatically generate secure implementations from insecure implementations. This allows developers to write code naturally with constant-time coding recipes applied automatically.

Soundness (A, T). Is the analysis sound, i.e., it only deems secure programs as secure? Note that this is our baseline filter for consideration, but we make this explicit in the table. Still, it bears mentioning that some unsound tools are used in practice. One example is ctgrind [152], an extension of Valgrind that takes in a binary with taint annotations and checks for constant-address security via dynamic analysis. It supports public inputs but not public outputs, and is neither sound nor complete.

Completeness (A, S). Is the analysis complete, i.e., it only deems insecure programs as insecure?

Public input (S). Does the tool support public inputs? Support for public inputs allows differentiating between public and secret inputs. Implementations can benignly violate constant-time policies without introducing side-channel vulnerabilities by leaking no more information than public inputs of computations. Unfortunately, tools without such support would reject these implementations as insecure; forcing execution behaviors to be fully input independent may lead to large performance overheads.

Public output (S). Does the tool support public outputs? Similarly, support for public outputs allows differentiating between public and secret outputs. The advantages to supporting public outputs is the same as those for supporting public inputs: for example, branching on a bit that is revealed to the attacker explicitly is fine.

Control flow leakage (S). Does the tool consider control-flow leakage? The leakage model includes values associated with conditional branching (e.g., if, switch, while, for statements) during program execution.

Memory access leakage (S). Does the tool consider memory access pattern leakage? The leakage model includes memory addresses accessed during program execution.

Variable-time operation leakage (S). Does the tool consider variable-time operation leakage? The leakage model includes inputs to variable-time operations (e.g., floating point operations [153]–[155], division and modulus operations on some architectures) classified according to timing-equivalent ranges.

C. Discussion

Achievements: Automatic verification of constant-time real-world code. There are several tools that can perform verification of constant-time code automatically, both for high-level code and low-level code. These tools have been applied to real-world libraries. For example, portions of the assembly code in OpenSSL have been verified using Vale [103], high-speed implementations of SHA-3 and TLS 1.3 ciphersuites have been verified using Jasmin [102], and various off-the-shelf libraries have been analyzed with FlowTracker [137].

Takeaway: Lowering the target provides better guarantees. Of the surveyed tools, several operate at the level of C code; others operate at the level of LLVM assembly; still others operate at the level of assembly or binary. The choice of target is important. To obtain a faithful correspondence with the executable program under an attacker’s scrutiny, analysis should be performed as close as possible to the executed machine code. Given that mainstream compilers (e.g., GCC and Clang) are known to optimize away defensive code and even introduce new side-channels [156], compiler optimizations can interfere with countermeasures deployed and verified at source-level.

Challenge: Secure, constant-time preserving compilation. Given that mainstream compilers can interfere with side-channel countermeasures, many cryptography engineers avoid using compilers at all, instead choosing to implement cryptographic routines directly in assembly, which means giving up the benefits of high-level languages.

An alternative solution is to use secure compilers that carry source-level countermeasures along the compilation chain down to machine code. This way, side-channel resistant code can be written using portable C, and the secure compiler takes care of preserving side-channel resistance to specific architectures. Barthe et al. [150] laid the theoretical foundations of constant-time preserving compilation. These ideas were subsequently realized in the verified CompCert C compiler [157].
Unfortunately, CompCert-generated assembly code is not as efficient as that generated by GCC and Clang, which in turn lags the performance of hand-optimized assembly.

**Challenge: Protecting against micro-architectural attacks.**

The constant-time policy is designed to capture logical timing side channels in a simple model of hardware. Unfortunately, this simple model is inappropriate for modern hardware, as microarchitectural features, e.g., speculative or out-of-order execution, can be used for launching devastating side-channel attacks. Over the last year, the security world has been shaken by a series of attacks, including Spectre [148] and Meltdown [149]. A pressing challenge is to develop notions of constant-time security and associated verification methods that account for microarchitectural features.

**Challenge: Rethinking the hardware-software contract from secure, formal foundations.**

An ISA describes (usually informally) what one needs to know to write a functionally correct program [158], [159]. However, current ISAs are an insufficient specification of the hardware-software contract when it comes to writing secure programs [160]. They do not capture hardware features that affect the temporal behavior of programs, which makes carrying side-channel countermeasures at the software-level to the hardware-level difficult.

To rectify this, researchers have called on new ISA designs that expose, for example, the temporal behaviors of hardware, which can lend to reasoning about them in software [160]. This, of course, poses challenging and competing requirements for hardware architects, but we believe developing formal foundations for verification and reasoning about security at the hardware-software interface can help. This line of work seems also to be the only path that can lead to a sound, formal treatment of micro-architectural attacks.

**D. Further Reading**

For lack of space, we had to omit several threads of relevant work, e.g., on verifying side-channel resistance in hardware [161]–[165], and on verifying masked implementations aimed at protecting against differential power analysis attacks [166]–[171].

**V. CASE STUDY I: CONSOLIDATING GUARANTEES**

Previous sections focus on specific guarantees: design-level security, functional correctness, efficiency, and side-channel resistance. This case study focuses on unifying approaches that can combine these guarantees. This is a natural and important step towards the Holy Grail of computer-aided cryptography: to deliver guarantees on executable code that match the strength and elegance of guarantees on cryptographic designs.

Table VI collects implementations that verifiably meet more than one guarantee. Implementations are grouped by year (demarcated by dashed lines), starting from 2014 and ending in 2019; within each year, implementations are listed alphabetically by author. We report on the primitives included, the languages targeted, the tools used, and the guarantees met.

**Computational security.**

We categorize computational security guarantees as follows: verified (●), partially verified (○), not verified (●), and not applicable ( – ). The HACL*-related implementations are partially verified, as only AEAD primitives have computational proofs, which are semimechanized [1]. Security guarantees do not apply to, e.g., elliptic curve implementations or bignum code.

**Functional correctness.**

We categorize functional correctness guarantees as follows: target-level (●), source-level (○), and not verified (●). Target-level guarantees can be achieved in two ways: Either guarantees are established directly on assembly code, or guarantees are established at source level and a verified compiler is used.

**Efficiency.**

We categorize efficiency as follows: comparable to assembly reference implementations (●), comparable to portable C reference implementations (○), and slower than portable C reference implementations (●).

**Side-channel resistance.**

We categorize side-channel resistance guarantees as follows: target-level (●), source-level (○), and not verified (●).

**Takeaway: Existing tools can be used to achieve the “grand slam” of guarantees for complex cryptographic primitives.** Ideally, we would like computational security guarantees, (target-level) functional correctness, efficiency, and (target-level) side-channel guarantees to be connected in a formal, machine-checkable way (the “grand slam” of guarantees). Many implementations come close, but so far, only one meets all four. Almeida et al. [69] formally verify an efficient implementation of the sponge construction from the SHA-3 standard. It connects proofs of random oracle (RO) indifferentiability for a pseudo-code description of the sponge construction, and proofs of functional correctness and side-channel resistance for an efficient, vectorized, implementation. The proofs are constructed using EasyCrypt and Jasmin. Other works focus on either provable security or efficiency, plus functional correctness and side-channel resistance. This disconnect is somewhat expected. Provable security guarantees are established for pseudo-code descriptions of constructions, whereas efficiency considerations demand non-trivial optimizations at the level of C or assembly.

**Takeaway: Integration can deliver strong and intuitive guarantees.**

Interpreting verification results that cover multiple requirements can be very challenging, especially because they may involve (all at once) designs, reference implementations, and optimized assembly implementations. To simplify their interpretation, Almeida et al. [174] provide a modular methodology to connect the different verification efforts, in the form of an informal meta-theorem, which concludes that an optimized assembly implementation is secure against implementation-level adversaries with side-channel capabilities. The meta-theorem states four conditions: (i) the design must be provably black-box secure in the (standard) computational model; (ii) the design is correctly implemented by a reference implementation; (iii) the reference implementation is functionally equivalent to the optimized implementation; (iv) the optimized implementation is protected against side-channels. These conditions yield a clear separation of concerns, which reflects the division of the previous sections.

**Takeaway: Achieving broad scope and efficiency.** Many
implementations target either C or assembly. This involves trade-offs between the portability and lighter verification-effort of C code, and the efficiency that can be gained via hand-tuned assembly. EverCrypt [7] is one of the first systems to target both. This garners the advantages of both, and it helps explain, in part, the broad scope of algorithms EverCrypt covers. Generic functionality and outer loops can be efficiently written and verified in C, whereas performance-critical cores can be verified in assembly. Soundly mixing C and assembly requires careful modeling of interoperation between the two, including platform and compiler-specific calling conventions, and differences in the “natural” memory and leakage models used to verify C versus assembly [7], [104].

VI. CASE STUDY II: LESSONS LEARNED FROM TLS

The Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol is widely used to establish secure channels on the Internet, and is arguably the most important real-world deployment of cryptography to date. Before TLS version 1.3, the protocol’s design phases did not involve substantial academic analysis, and the process was highly reactive: When an attack was found, interim patches would be released for the mainstream TLS libraries or a longer-term fix would be incorporated in the next version of the standard. This resulted in an endless cycle of attacks and patches. Given the complexity of the protocol, early academic analyses considered only highly simplified cryptographic cores. However, once the academic community started considering more detailed aspects of the protocol, many new attacks were discovered, e.g., [181], [182].

The situation changed substantially during the proactive design process of TLS version 1.3: The academic community was actively consulted and encouraged to provide analysis during the process of developing multiple drafts. (See [183] for a more detailed account of TLS’s standardization history.)

On the computer-aided cryptography side of things, there were substantial efforts in verifying implementations of TLS 1.3 [1], [3] and using tools to analyze symbolic [2]–[4] and computational [3] models of TLS. Below we collect the most important lessons learned from TLS throughout the years.

### Lesson: The process of formally specifying and verifying a protocol can reveal flaws

The working surrounding TLS has shown that the process of formally verifying TLS, and perhaps even just formally specifying it, can reveal flaws. The implementation of TLS 1.2 with verified cryptographic security by Bhargavan et al. [70] discovered new alert fragmentation and fingerprinting attacks and led to the discovery of the Triple Handshake attacks [72]. The symbolic analysis of TLS 1.3 draft 10 using Tamarin by Cremers et al. [2] uncovered a potential attack allowing an adversary to impersonate a client during a PSK-resumption handshake, which was fixed in draft 11. The symbolic analysis of TLS 1.3 using ProVerif by Bhargavan et al. [3] uncovered a new attack on 0-RTT client authentication that was fixed in draft 13. The symbolic analysis of draft 21 using Tamarin by Cremers et al. [4] revealed unexpected behavior that inhibited certain strong authentication guarantees. In nearly all cases, these discoveries led to improvements to the protocol, and otherwise clarified documentation of security guarantees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation(s)</th>
<th>Target(s)</th>
<th>Tool(s) used</th>
<th>Computational security</th>
<th>Functional correctness</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
<th>Side-channel resistance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RSA, DH, AES-128</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>EasyCrypt, Dafny</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curve25519 scalar mult.</td>
<td>asm</td>
<td>Coq, Sage</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-1, SHA-2, HMAC, RSA</td>
<td>asm</td>
<td>Dafny, BoogieX86</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMAC-SHA-256, SHA-3</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>EasyCrypt, Frama-C, CompCert</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEE-CBC</td>
<td>Java, C</td>
<td>CryptoLib, SAC</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salsa20, AES, ZUC, FFS, ECSDSA, SHA-3</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Dafny, BoogieX86</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curve25519</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Frama-C, CompCert</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salsa20, Curve25519, Ed25519</td>
<td>asm</td>
<td>Jasmin</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-2, Poly1305, AES-CBC</td>
<td>asm</td>
<td>Vale</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMAC-DRBG</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>EasyCrypt, Jasmin</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HACL &amp; 1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>F*, EasyCrypt</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HACL &amp; 1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>F*, CompCert</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMAC-DRBG</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>CryptoLib, SAC</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-3</td>
<td>asm</td>
<td>EasyCrypt, Jasmin</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChaCha20, Poly1305</td>
<td>asm</td>
<td>EasyCrypt, Jasmin</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGW multi-party computation protocol</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>EasyCrypt, Jasmin</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curve25519, P-256</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Fiat Crypto</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly1305, AES-GCM</td>
<td>asm</td>
<td>F*, Vale</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BigNum code</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>CryptoLib</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHACL*, LibSignal*</td>
<td>Wasm</td>
<td>F*, EasyCrypt</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EverCrypt</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>F*, EasyCrypt</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EverCrypt</td>
<td>asm</td>
<td>F*, Vale</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 (ChaCha20, Salsa20, Poly1305, SHA-2, HMAC, Curve25519, Ed25519)
2 (MDS, SHA-1, SHA-2, HMAC, Poly1305, HKDF, Curve25519, ChaCha20)
3 (AES-GCM, ChaCha20, Poly1305, SHA-2, HMAC, HKDF, Curve25519, Ed25519, P-256)
4 (In NaCl, wolfSSL, OpenSSL, BoringSSL, Bitcoin)

TABLE VI
VERIFIED CRYPTOGRAPHIC IMPLEMENTATIONS AND THEIR FORMAL GUARANTEES.
Lesson: Cryptographic protocol designs are moving targets; machine-checked proofs can be more easily updated. The TLS 1.3 specification was a rapidly moving target, with significant changes being effected on a fairly regular basis. As changes were made between a total of 28 drafts, previous analyses were often rendered stale within the space of a few months, requiring new analyses and proofs. An important benefit of machine-checked analyses and proofs over their manual counterparts is that they can be more easily and reliably updated from draft to draft as the protocol evolves [2]–[4]. Moreover, machine-checked analyses and proofs can ensure that new flaws are not introduced as components are changed.

Lesson: Standardization processes can facilitate analysis by embracing minor changes that simplify security arguments and help modular reasoning. In contrast to other protocol standards, the TLS 1.3 design incorporates many suggestions from the academic community. In addition to security fixes, these include changes purposed to simplify security proofs and automated analysis. For example, this includes changes to the key schedule that help with key separation, thus simplifying modular proofs; a consistent tagging scheme; and including more transcript information in exchanges, which simplifies consistency proofs. These changes have negligible impact on the performance of the protocol, and have helped make analyzing such a complex protocol feasible.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A. Recommendations to Authors

Our first recommendation concerns the clarity of trust assumptions. We observe that, in some papers, the distinction between what parts of an artifact are trusted/untrusted is not always clear, which runs the risk of hazy/exaggerated claims. On one hand, crisply delineating between what is trusted/untrusted may be difficult, especially when multiple tools are used, and authors may be reluctant to spell out an artifact's weaknesses. On the other hand, transparency and clarity of trust assumptions are vital for progress. We point to the paper by Beringer et al. [173] as an exemplar for how to clearly delineate between what is trusted/untrusted. At the same time, critics should understand that trust assumptions are often necessary to make progress at all.

Our second recommendation concerns the use of metrics. Metrics are useful for tracking progress over time when used appropriately. The HACL* [5] study uses metrics effectively: To quantify verification effort, the authors report proof-to-code ratios and person efforts for various primitives. While these are crude proxies, because the comparison is vertical (same tool, same developers), the numbers sensibly demonstrate that, e.g., code involving bignums requires more work to verify in F*. Despite their limitations, we argue that even crude metrics (when used appropriately) are better than none for advancing the field. When used inappropriately, however, metrics become dangerous and misleading. Horizontal comparisons across disparate tools tend to be problematic and must be done with care if they are to be used. For example, lines of proof or analysis times across disparate tools are often incomparable, since modeling a problem in the exact same way is non-trivial.

B. Recommendations to Tool Developers

Although we are still in the early days of seeing verified cryptography deployed in the wild, one major pending challenge is how to make computer-aided cryptography artifacts maintainable. Because computer-aided cryptography tools sit at the bleeding-edge of how cryptography is done, they are constantly evolving, often in non-backwards-compatible ways. When this happens, we must either allow the artifacts (e.g., machine-checked proofs) to become stale, or else muster significant human effort to keep them up to date. Moreover, because cryptography is a moving target, we should expect that even verified implementations (and their proofs) will require updates. This could be to add functionality, or in the worst case, to swiftly patch new vulnerabilities beyond what was verifiably accounted for. To this end, we hope to see more interplay between proof engineering research [184], [185] and computer-aided cryptography research in the coming years.

C. Recommendations to Standardization Bodies

Given its benefits in the TLS 1.3 standardization effort, we believe computer-aided cryptography should play an important role in standardization processes [186]. Traditionally, cryptographic standards are written in a combination of prose, formulas, and pseudocode, and can change drastically between drafts. On top of getting the cryptography right in the first place, standards must also focus on clarity, ease of implementation, and interoperability. Unsurprisingly, standardization processes can be long and arduous. And even when they are successful, the substantial gap between standards and implementations leaves plenty of room for error.

Security proofs can also become a double-edged sword in standardization processes. Proposals supported by hand-written security arguments often cannot be reasonably audited. A plausible claim with a proof that cannot be audited should not be taken as higher assurance than simply stating the claim—we believe the latter is a lesser evil, as it does not create a false sense of security. For example, Hales [187] discusses ill-intentioned security arguments in the context of the Dual EC pseudo-random generator [188]. Another example is the recent discovery of attacks against the AES-OCB2 ISO standard, which was previously believed to be secure [189].

To address these challenges, we advocate the use of computer-aided cryptography, not only to formally certify compliance to standards, but also to facilitate the role of auditors and evaluators in standardization processes, allowing the discussion to focus on the security claims, rather than on whether the supporting security arguments are convincing. We see the current NIST post-quantum standardization effort [190] as an excellent opportunity to put our recommendations into practice, and we encourage the computer-aided cryptography community to engage in the process.
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